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Section 3

The Control of Muscle Fiber Activity
Chapter 10

muscular junctions, where action potentials that propagate
along the fiber membranes are generated. From there, excitation spreads along the transverse tubular system (TTS) into
the depth of the fibers, thereby achieving uniform distribution
of activation. This is a prerequisite for synchronization of contraction, which is initiated by intracellular calcium release
brought about by direct interaction of channel proteins of TTS
and sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR).
This chapter describes electrical properties of the muscle
fiber membrane and the molecular basis for maintenance of
the resting potential and the generation of the action potential. Common bases for these properties are ion channel
proteins and transporters that are equipped with a membrane-spanning ion-conducting pathway and channel gates
and are situated in the surface and inner membranes of the
muscle fibers. They activate (i.e., open) in response to ligands,
transmitters, or voltage changes and inactivate (i.e., close)
by a usually intrinsic inactivation process. Voltage-gated
channels contain additional voltage-sensing transmembrane
segments and are essential for the generation and modification of the action potentials. In contrast, ligand-gated ion
channels are essential for setting myoplasmic calcium concentration and establishing signal transduction pathways.
Even though the human genome has been sequenced, it is
presently not completely clear which genes are expressed in
skeletal muscle and how these are tissue-specifically spliced.
Therefore the contents of this chapter should be considered
only as current general opinion. It may still take several
years before more precise knowledge on the exact interplay
between these proteins and other regulatory or signaling
pathways is available.
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The Resting Potential and the Passive
Electrical Properties of the Membrane
The normal resting potential serves to keep the ion channels
in an activatable state for generating the action potential. In a
first approximation, it is determined by the transmembrane
potassium and sodium ion gradients and by the membrane
conductance, Gm, for these two ions. Numerically, the resting
potential can be estimated from the reversal potentials for
potassium and sodium—that is, from the potentials of equilibrium at which the net current of these specific ions through
the membrane is zero. The reversal potentials can be calculated from the ion gradient across the membrane for each ion.
For potassium, the ion gradient for skeletal muscle fibers
is large: The extracellular resting concentration Ko is 3.5 to
5.0 mM and the intracellular concentration Ki is 135 mM.

From the point of view of motor activity, the primary task performed by the electrically excitable membranes of a skeletal
muscle fiber is the activation of the contractile machinery in
response to signals received from the motor nerve. Motor
neuron activity is transferred to the myofibers via the neuro-

A list of abbreviations used in this chapter is given at the end of
the chapter.
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Part 1. Scientific Basis

According to the Nernst equation, the reversal potential EK
is then
EK = RT/Fz ln([K]o/[K]i)
(10-1)
EK can be easily calculated as −97 mV for the concentrations
given above, a temperature of 37ºC, and z = +1, the valence
of charge for potassium ions. In excised human intercostal
muscle fibers, the resting membrane potential is only −84 mV
in both fast and slow fibers.1 The discrepancy between the
two values is based on the conductance of the resting membrane for sodium ions, which is quite small. Using the extraand intracellular sodium concentrations of 145 and 12 mM,
respectively, the reversal potential for sodium ENa can be
calculated to be +62 mV. As at the resting potential, the net
current must be zero; also, the size of the potassium efflux
must be equivalent to the sodium influx. Looking at the
difference between membrane potential and reversal potential, the so-called driving force, the potassium ions have
a driving force of only |−97 − (−84)| = 13 mV, while the
sodium ions have a driving force of |+62 − (−84)| = 146 mV.
Consequently, the conductance ratio of potassium to sodium
can be calculated: 146/13 = 11, suggesting that the potassium conductance is 11 times as high as the sodium conductance, making up ~92 percent of the total membrane
conductance at rest.
Therefore a reasonable prediction of the resting membrane
potential Em is possible just by solving the equation IK = INa
with I = U/R and taking into account that the conductance
g is the reciprocal of the resistance, g = 1/R: Em = (ENa gNa +
EK gK)/(gNa − gK). The more common form of this equation
was developed by Goldman:
Em = RT/F ln[([K]o + a [Na]o)/([K]i + a [Na]i)]

(10-2)

with a = PNa/PK being the ratio of the permeabilities P,
which are proportional to the conductances and represent the
ion flux depending on membrane potential and concentration
gradient. The permeability for sodium ions is conferred by
voltage-gated sodium channels that randomly open and by
nonselective cation channels. The potassium channels with
high permeabilities at the resting potential are discussed in
the following section.

VOLTAGE-INSENSITIVE CATION CHANNELS
SETTING THE RESTING POTENTIAL
The structure of voltage-insensitive channels is generally
highly heterogeneous, but those structures contributing to
the resting potential of striated muscle are of a limited variety. The pore-forming a subunits basically follow one of two
highly conserved structural patterns (Fig. 10-1): A channel
domain is formed by two transmembrane segments (2T)
connected by an extracellular loop, which dips into the
membrane and contains parts of the ion selectivity filter of
the single channel pore (1P); or a channel domain is formed
by six transmembrane segments (6T) with the loop connecting segments five and six forming parts of the single pore
(1P). A functional channel consists of four channel domains,
because of their similarity also called repeats I to IV. In the
majority of channels, the C- and N-terminals of the a subunits are both situated intracellularly but may contain addi-

tional helical segments conveying ligand-binding properties,
trafficking signals, or regulatory elements. A functional ionconducting pore requires coassembly of four a-subunit pore
loops. Additional accessory subunits called b, g, and d may
be required for channels to function properly. These subunits modify expression, trafficking, or gating of the cation
channel complex. They do not share a common structure,
some having one to several transmembrane segments and
others being entirely intra- or extracellular.
Some voltage-insensitive cation channels are selective for
specific ions, such as potassium; others conduct more than
one monovalent cation, such as potassium and sodium; and
other cation channels are even less selective. The voltagegated and voltage-insensitive potassium-selective channels
constitute the most diverse class of ion channels with respect
to activation, kinetic properties, regulation, pharmacology,
and structure so far defined. They not only contribute to the
resting membrane potential of cells but also play a role in
volume regulation and signal transduction.

Inwardly Rectifying Potassium Channels
of the Kir 2.x Family Open at Negative Potentials
Much of the membrane conductance responsible for the resting potential of skeletal muscle fibers and other cells is due to
the 2T/1P inwardly rectifying potassium channel IRK or Kir,
consisting of four a subunits forming a tetramer. Its pore architecture has recently been demonstrated by crystallization of the
corresponding Streptomyces lividans channel.2,3 Kir2.x channels
conduct inward currents at potentials more negative than the
potassium reversal potential, but they do not conduct outward currents at less negative potentials. The conductance of
single channels ranges from 23 to 30 pS in symmetrical potassium solutions. Rectification in Kir2.x channels is caused by
the binding of intracellular cations, mostly magnesium ions
and the ubiquitously cytoplasmic polyamines, to their inner
pore. The strong voltage dependence of channel block is
associated with transport of potassium ions, which displace
blocking polyamines. Therefore, at a given concentration of
intracellular potassium, rectification is related to the difference between the membrane potential and the potassium
equilibrium potential rather than to the membrane potential
itself.4 The strength of rectification is determined by specific
amino acid residues in M2 near the cytoplasmic side of the cell,
whereby a negatively charged aspartate confers strong rectification and a neutral asparagine confers weak rectification.5
Although the N-terminal does not carry an inactivation particle, fast inactivation is conferred by spermine.
The inward-going rectifiers are encoded by the more than
15 genes of the KCNJ family. Several potassium channels are
expressed in the sarcolemmal and T-tubular membrane of
skeletal muscle (see Table 10-1). The major skeletal muscle
inward-going rectifier, Kir2.1, has a highly conserved TIGYG
motif in the pore region, and the absence of the peculiar
lysine residue in the N-terminal explains its pH insensitivity.
The channel block by Mg2+, spermine, spermidine, and
putrescine may be linked to amino acid D172. The RRESEI
motif situated in the C-terminal is a candidate for the
observed modulation by phosphatases.6
In addition to its well-understood role in controlling
electrogenesis, Kir2.1 is a K+ sensor. A small increase in extracellular K+, such as that resulting from the activation of
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FIGURE 10-1. Diversity of domains forming cation channel a subunits. The simplest domain, typically used for inward-going rectifier
potassium channel a subunits, is a pore unit (2T/1P) that consists of
two transmembrane segments, M1 and M2; an extracellular loop
dipping into the membrane and lining the pore; and intracellular Nand C-terminals. The transmembrane segments are thought to be a
helices. All voltage-gated a subunit domains are 6T/1P domains,
since they contain a four-transmembrane segment unit, S1 to S4, acting as voltage sensor and the two transmembrane pore units. S4 is
the particular voltage-sensing segment that contains positive
charges at each third amino acid residue. Ligand-gated cation channel a subunit domains usually possess a C-terminal binding site in
addition to the 6T/1P domain. Although some ligand-gated channels—e.g., the calcium-activated SK potassium channel—contain a

positively charged S4 segment, they are not voltage-sensitive at
all, perhaps due to uncoupling of the sensor and activation gate.
BK potassium channels possess an additional S0 segment. Not
expressed in skeletal muscle but completing the classification of
the a subunit domains are HERG, a potassium channel encoded by the
human ether-a-go-go–related gene, which is similar to the Drosophila
ether-a-go-go gene (eag); IK, a potassium channel with intermediate
conductance; cNMP, sodium or calcium channels activated by
cyclonucleotide monophosphates such as cGMP; and voltage-insensitive NaC sodium channels of epithelial cells (ENaC) and in free
nerve terminals of the brain (BNaC). BNaC was later identified to
conduct calcium. Not shown is another group of a subunit domains,
4T/2P, which contain four transmembrane segments and two pore
units but do not occur in skeletal muscle.

calcium-activated potassium channels (see below), shifts the
reversal potential for K+ toward a more positive value and
thereby increases the conductance of Kir2.1. This enhanced
conductance is sufficient to overcome the depolarizing
action of the nonselective cation conductance and shift the
membrane potential toward more negative potentials.
Missense mutations cause Andersen syndrome, an autosomal dominant disease characterized by the clinical triad
of dyskalemic periodic paralysis, ventricular ectopy, and
potential dysmorphic features (see Chap. 46). Apparently
the mutant channels are less functional and the remaining
genetically normal channels are not able to set the resting
membrane potential to the usual value. The less negative
resting potential seems to enable the generation of action
potentials under normal conditions; however, an additional
reduction of the resting value under altered conditions may
cause muscle fiber inexcitability.

Inwardly Rectifying Potassium Channels
of the Kir6.x Family (KATP ) Open at Energy Depletion
Two skeletal muscle inward-going rectifiers are activated by
depletion of intracellular ATP: Kir6.1 (or KATP1) and Kir6.2
(or KATP2). Kir6.1 is ubiquitous, whereas Kir6.2 is relatively
specific for pancreatic islet cells, brain, and skeletal muscle.
The density of these channels in muscle is about as high as
that of the voltage-gated potassium channels. Both channels
interact in the skeletal muscle with the sulfhydrylurea
receptor SUR2B, forming heterooctameric KATP channel
complexes with a (SUR2B-Kir6.x)4 stoichiometry and a
tetrameric pore of 76 pS in the fully open state.7,8 KATP complexes modulate insulin secretion and are activated by
MgADP, cromakalim, pinacidil, and diazoxide, and inhibited
by ATP and by sulfonylureas—for example, the antidiabetic
drug glibenclamide.9
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Table 10-1. ION CHANNEL GENES EXPRESSED IN PLASMALEMMA, T TUBULES, AND SARCOPLASMIC RETICULUM OF SKELETAL
MUSCLEa
Gene

Gene
Locus

Channel
Protein

KCNA1

12p13

a subunit Kv1.1

KCNA1B

3q26.1

b subunit Kvb1.1

KCNA4

11p14

a subunit Kv1.4

KCNA7

19q13.3

a subunit Kv1.7

KCNA10

1p13-22

a subunit Kv1.8

KCNB1

20q13.2

a subunit Kv2.1

KCNC1

11p15.1

a subunit Kv3.1

KCNC4

1p21

a subunit Kv3.4

KCNF1
KCNG1
KCNQ4

2p25
20q13
1p34

b subunit Kv5.1
b subunit Kv6.1
a subunit Kv7.4

KCNQ5

6q14

a subunit Kv7.5

Channel
Properties

Significance for
Muscle Function

Disease

Voltage-Gated Potassium Channels
Fast activation, slow
inactivation
Acts as fast inactivation
ball
Fast activation,
fast inactivation
Fast activation, slow
inactivation
Fast activation, slow
inactivation
Fast activation, slow
inactivation
Fast activation, no
inactivation
Fast activation, fast
inactivation
Modifies Kv2.1
Slow activation, slow
inactivation
Slow activation, slow
inactivation

Maybe modifies resting
potential
Unknown if expressed

(Episodic ataxia 1 with
myokymia)

Maybe modifies action
potential
Maybe modifies resting
potential

Probably low, since
activated at 0 mV
Maybe modifies action
potential
See Kv2.1

Force reduced in knockout mice

Reduce subthreshold
excitability

Voltage-Insensitive Potassium Channels
KCNJ1

11q24

a subunit Kir1.1
(ROMK1)

Inward-going rectifier,
activated by ATP

Probably low

KCNJ2

17q23

a subunit Kir2.1
(IRK1)
12p11.23 a subunit Kir6.1
(KATP1)

Inward-going rectifier

Essential for membrane
potential
Perhaps maintaining
resting potential at
subsarcolemmal
energy depletion

KCNJ11

11p15.1

Open at ATP depletion

ABCC9

12p12.1

KCNJ8

a subunit Kir6.2
(KATP2)
b subunit SUR2 of
KATP

Open at ATP depletion

Binds ADP, ATP, and
drugs

(Antenatal Bartter or
hyperprostaglandin E
syndrome, see also NKCC)
Andersen syndrome

(Hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia
in infants)
Interacts with Kir6.1 and
Kir6.2

Calcium-Activated Potassium Channels
KCNMA1

10q22-23 a subunit
KCa1.1 of maxiK
(or BK or SLO)

Voltage-sensitive

KCNN2

5q22

Insensitive to voltage

KCNN3

1q21

a subunit KCa2.2
(SK2)
a subunit KCa2.3
(SK3)

Maybe terminating bursts
of action potentials,
open at high
intracellular calcium
concentration,
i.e., during contraction

Insensitive to voltage

Force reduced in −/− mice,
abnormally broad action
potentials and possible muscle
weakness in Drosophila
mutants

Upregulated in denervated and
myotonic dystrophy fibers

Nonselective Cation Channels
P2RX5
TRPV6

17p13
7q33-34

P2X5
TRPV6, CaT1, ECaC2

TRPM4

19q13

TRPM4

TRPM7

15q21

TRPM7

Conducts calcium
Calcium inward-going
rectifier
Selective to monovalent
cations
Outward-going rectifier

Differentiation of satellite cells
Refilling emptied calcium
stores (ER)
Calcium-activated depolarization
Protein kinase with unknown
substrates
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Table 10-1 (Continued). ION CHANNEL GENES EXPRESSED IN PLASMALEMMA, T TUBULES, AND SARCOPLASMIC RETICULUM OF
SKELETAL MUSCLEa
Gene
Locus

Gene

Channel
Protein

Channel
Properties

Significance for
Muscle Function

Disease

Voltage-Gated Sodium Channels
SCN4A

17q23-25 a subunit Nav1.4
M1, SKm1

Major sodium channel
of adult muscle,
TTXb-sensitive

Essential for action potential Hyperkalemic periodic paralysis,
generation in plasmalemma paramyotonia congenita,
and T-tubular membrane
potassium-aggravated
myotonia, hypokalemic
periodic paralysis type 2
Potential influence on
(Generalized epilepsy with febrile
action potential
seizures plus type 1 [GEFS+1])

SCN1B

19q13

b subunit Navbeta1

SCN5A

3p21

a subunit Nav1.5
SKm2

SCN6A=
SCN7A

2q21-23

a subunit Nav1.6

Increases current,
accelerates fast
inactivation
Predominant in fetal
Excitability of fetal muscle
muscle, TTXinsensitive
Probably in denervated
Excitability of denervated
muscle, TTX-insensitive muscle

(Long-QT syndrome 3)

Voltage-Gated Calcium Channels
CACNA1H 16p13

Cav3.2, T-type
a1H subunit

Cav1.1, L-type, DHP
receptor, a1S
subunit
CACNA2D1 7q21-22 a2/d subunit
CACNB1
17q21-22 b1 subunit
CACNB3
12q13
b3 subunit
CACNG1
17q24
g subunit 1

CACNA1S

1q31-32

Rapid activation and
inactivation, small
conductance
Major calcium channel
of adult muscle

Transient expression during
fetal development

Increases current
Increases current

Unknown
Essential for ECC

Increases inactivation

Probably low (-/- mice
normal)

Essential for ECCc

Hypokalemic periodic paralysis
type 1, malignant hyperthermia 5, dysgenic mice
−/− mice lethal

Ligand-Gated Calcium Channels
RYR1

19q13.1

Ryanodine receptor 1

RYR3

15q14-15 Ryanodine receptor 3

Calcium release under
voltage control

Essential for ECC

Calcium-induced
calcium release

Probably low (−/− mice

Malignant hyperthermia 1,
central core disease, −/− mice
lethal
normal)

Voltage-Gated Chloride Channels
CLCN1

7q32-qter ClC1, highly musclespecific

CLCN2

3q27-28

ClC2

CLCN4

Xp22.3

ClC4

CLCN6

1p36

ClC6

aDiseases

Outward rectifier,
deactivating at
hyperpolarization
Slowly activating
inward rectifier
Outward rectifier, low
pHo inhibits
Outward rectifier,
cAMP-sensitive

Stabilizes membrane
potential due to high
conductance
Ubiquitous, reduces fiber
swelling
Subcellular localization
unknown
Ubiquitous, ER related,
role unknown

Myotonia congenita Thomsen
and Becker
(Idiopathic generalized epilepsy)

other than those affecting the skeletal muscle are given in brackets.

bTetrodotoxin.
cExcitation-contraction

coupling.

Under physiologic conditions, that is, with an intracellular ATP concentration in the millimolar range, the channels
have a very low open probability. Therefore the functional
role of these channels in skeletal muscle is not clear. It
appears that during metabolic exhaustion, a subsarcolemmal ATP depletion can occur and open the KATP channels.
Such openings could account for the increased membrane
potassium conductance that has been observed.10 Like a

short circuit, the low membrane resistance would reduce
membrane excitability, thereby forcing the muscle fibers
to rest.11 The membrane hypo- or inexcitability reduces
the energy consumption of the muscle fibers and prevents
cell death. Since Kir6.2 mutations cause hyperinsulinemic
hypoglycemia in infancy and no known muscle malfunction, the malfunction of mutant channels may be compensated by Kir6.1.
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Drugs that activate KATP channels, such as cromakalim
or pinacidil, hyperpolarize the membrane and reduce its
resistance in normal, not energy-depleted muscle fibers.12
Muscle fibers that are largely depolarized and therefore
inexcitable, such as fibers from patients with dyskalemic
periodic paralysis, can be easily repolarized by these KATP
channel activators. If the resulting increase in membrane
conductance does not exceed a certain value, the fibers can
become excitable and contract.13
Another inwardly rectifying potassium channel with the
same 2T/1P a-subunit structure is activated by intracellular
ATP: Kir1.1 (or ROMK1 for renal outermedullary potassium
channel), which is present in many tissues, including skeletal
muscle.14 Loss-of-function mutations lead to the antenatal
Bartter syndrome, or isolated kidney malfunction characterized by severe renal salt and fluid wasting.15 Since muscle
signs, if any, are secondary to the resulting hypokalemia,
ROMK1 is probably insufficiently expressed in the skeletal
muscle or of minor importance for it.

Calcium-Activated Potassium Channels Open
at High Intracellular [Ca2+]
Calcium-activated potassium channels are activated by high
intracellular calcium as a result of cell activity—for example,
by calcium influx through voltage-gated calcium channels
or by calcium released from intracellular stores. It has been
suggested that the binding of Ca2+ activates the channel by
attenuating the inhibitory activity of the C-terminal.16

K

+
o/i

KCa1.1 is present in adult skeletal muscle and known as
the large conductance (>150 pS with symmetrical high
potassium concentrations) calcium-activated channel or
BK (B for big), maxi K, or SLO channel. In contrast to all
other KCa channels, KCa1.1 possesses an additional transmembrane segment, called S0, resulting in an extracellular
N-terminus. Therefore it is a 7T/1P channel. In contrast to
the other KCa channels, it shows voltage dependence in
addition to the calcium sensitivity17 (Fig. 10-2). A b subunit,
Kvb hslo-b, interacts with KCa1.1 and markedly increases
its sensitivity to intracellular calcium.18 As the b subunit
is not present in skeletal muscle, KCa1.1 requires a large
depolarization and a high intracellular calcium concentration for channel activation, or conditions that might occur
during a burst of action potentials. The hyperpolarizing
effect of activation of these channels may terminate the
burst and thus reduce development of muscle strength.
Functional data on mammalian muscle are missing, but
Drosophila mutants show abnormally broad action potentials and possible muscle weakness.19,20
KCa2.1, KCa2.2, and KCa2.3 are calcium-sensitive potassium channels with small potassium conductance (SK1-3;
approximately 10 pS at symmetrical potassium concentrations). They possess a typical 6T/1P a-subunit structure
with positive residues in S4 at almost every third amino
acid, but do not show voltage-dependent gating. The various
SK types are resistant to tetraethylammonium chloride; however, they differ in their affinity to gallamine, d-tubocurarine,
scyllatoxin, and the bee venom apamin. KCa2.2 and KCa2.3

130 mM

+60
mV
+30

−30
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10 pA
30 ms
20 pA
1s

10

−7

10

−5

10
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FIGURE 10-2. Single-channel recordings on membrane blebs of human
skeletal muscle fibers performed in
the bleb-attached mode. The upper
four traces show openings and closures of single large-conductance
potassium channels for various
membrane potentials at symmetrical potassium solution of 130 mM.
The channels are predominantly
in the closed state (c) at negative
potentials and open (o) at positive
values, demonstrating their voltage
dependence. The single-channel
conductance is about 230 pS in
the voltage range shown. Note
the occurrence of subconductance
states. The lower trace reveals the
dependence of the channel-open
probability on the intracellular
[Ca2+]: pCa varied from 7 to 5
and back to 7, justifying the term
calcium-activated potassium currents.
The inside-out patch contained
seven channels. Clamp potential
zero, physiologic [K+]. (Modified
from Lerche et al.17 Reproduced
by permission.)
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are present in mature skeletal muscle, the latter at a low
level, which is markedly increased in denervated and
myotonic dystrophy muscle21 and involved in the generation of the myotonia that can be blocked by apamin.22

Ionotropic P2X Receptors
Many types of excitatory or nonexcitatory cells contain
these receptors, particularly peripheral and central neurons
and smooth muscle, in cells of immune and hematopoetic
origin. P2X receptor subunits are activated by ATP or other
nucleotides released into the extracellular milieu. The channels are nonselective for cations, i.e., permeable to Ca2+.
Prolonged exposure of slowly inactivating isoforms to
ligands leads to dilation of the pore, making it permeable
to larger molecules. The receptor channels bear a common
topology and are of 2T/1P structure with intracellular
N- and C-terminals. The two transmembrane domains are
connected by a large extracellular loop that contains 10 conserved cysteines. Like other ion channels, the functional
channel is formed by homo- or heterooligomeric assembly
of several subunits. The stoichiometry of the assembly is
unknown. At least one member of the P2X receptor family,
P2X5, is present on satellite cells and is a regulator of skeletal muscle differentiation.23

Transient Receptor Potential Channels
The transient receptor potential (TRP) channels have the
classic 6TM/1P subunit structure. Neither voltage dependence nor another activation mechanism is a unifying feature.
The TRPV (vanilloid receptors) subfamily includes ion channels that are involved in neuronal pain and the sensing of
light and heat, osmolarity, and other stimuli. The TRPM
(melastatin receptors) subfamily has potential roles in
Ca2+-dependent signaling, control of cell-cycle progression,
division, or migration, and thermosensation. Several TRP
channel proteins are known to form heteromultimers, and
their electrophysiologic properties depend on the subunit
composition. The multipotent phosphatidylinositol pathway
is involved in most TRP regulation, but the details of this
regulation are just beginning to be elucidated.
At least the following three TRP channels are expressed in
skeletal muscle: TRPV6, TRPM4, and TRPM7. TRPV6 is calcium-selective, is activated by low levels of intracellular free
calcium, and is inactivated by higher levels. Unlike many
other TRP channels, TRPV6 displays a steeply inward rectifying current-voltage relation, passing most of its current at
hyperpolarized potentials. As it is located mainly in the SR, it
may coregulate calcium content of the stores. In contrast,
TRPM4 is calcium-activated and selective to monovalent
cations.24 Thus, upon opening, these channels depolarize
cells from their resting membrane potentials to around 0
mV, thereby raising intracellular sodium and decreasing
potassium. TRPM7 is ubiquitously expressed and, uniquely
among ion channels, it functions also as a protein kinase, but
besides TRPM7 itself, its substrates are unknown. It exhibits
a steeply outward rectifying conductance and is inhibited
by intracellular magnesium at concentrations above 1 mM.
Also, it allows several divalent trace metal cations such as
Zn2+ to permeate it, which could be of significance for skeletal muscle function.25

VOLTAGE-GATED POTASSIUM CHANNELS
MAINTAINING THE RESTING POTENTIAL
Some voltage-gated potassium channels operate in the subthreshold range of an action potential and are thought to
maintain the resting potential and to modulate electrical
excitability. These are mainly the fast and slowly inactivating Kv channels (for an overview of the classification and
the characteristics of voltage-gated potassium channels, see
the relevant section and Table 10-1).

CHLORIDE CHANNELS DO NOT CONTRIBUTE
TO THE RESTING MEMBRANE POTENTIAL
In addition to potassium and sodium ions, chloride ions can
also principally contribute to the resting membrane potential. The extended Goldman equation includes the chloride
system, but this part of the equation can be neglected for
skeletal muscle because the chloride gradient results from
simple passive distribution in response to the resting membrane potential. This results from the very high chloride
conductance, making up ~80 percent of the total membrane
conductance at rest. Therefore the chloride reversal potential is equal to the resting potential, and the simplification
made in Eq. (10-2) is permissible. Even though chloride ions
do not set the resting membrane potential of muscle fibers,
their membrane conductance reduces fast potential deviations and thus stabilizes the resting value (see also “ClC1,
the major chloride channel of skeletal muscle”).

ACTIVE ION TRANSPORT THROUGH
THE SODIUM-POTASSIUM PUMP
The Pump Mechanism and Its Effect
on Ion Gradients
The sodium-potassium pump, also called the sodium-potassium ATPase or simply the sodium pump, is a membranebound protein that requires sodium for phosphorylation and
potassium for dephosphorylation. By using the energy from
the hydrolysis of one molecule of adenosine triphosphate
(ATP), the sodium pump extrudes three sodium ions in
exchange for the uptake of two potassium ions. The mechanism of pumping is called “ping-pong” because the transport
of sodium and potassium is accomplished by independent
half-reactions that occur sequentially (Fig. 10-3). Under physiologic conditions, the pump produces a positive (outward)
current that proportionally increases with membrane depolarization until it becomes saturated at a membrane potential
of about zero. On the other hand, hyperpolarizations of over
−160 mV will reverse the chemical reaction; that is, the pump
works as an ATP-synthetase, permitting sodium entry and K+
extrusion (for review, see Carlsen and Villarin26).

The Pump’s Electrical Contribution
to the Resting Potential
The assymmetrical flow of charges effected by the sodium
pump contributes directly to the resting membrane potential.
We can calculate the amplitude of this contribution by first
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centration to such an extent that the potassium permeability
is reduced, a increased, and thus the pump contribution
high.28 This hyperpolarizing effect is abolished as soon as
T-tubular potassium is depleted to such an extent that it
cannot be bound by the pump, which then becomes unable
to cycle.

The ATPase Subunits

FIGURE 10-3. Ping-pong scheme for pumping cycle of the sodiumpotassium pump. Cycle begins at top left, with the enzyme in the
form E13Na • ATP. (Note that in this rendering the extracellular side
is below each enzyme molecule and the cytoplasmic side above.)
After a series of reactions, as described in the text, the enzyme is in
the form E1 • ATP (middle, left). Three sodium ions from inside the cell
enter the pump, and the cycle begins again. (Adapted from Läuger.27
Reproduced by permission.)

The Na+,K+-ATPase is an oligomer composed of two major
polypeptides, the a and the b subunits (for review, see
Blanco and Mercer29). The former, a protein containing 10
transmembrane segments, is responsible for the catalytic and
transport properties of the enzyme and contains binding
sites for cations, ATP, and the inhibitor ouabain (Fig. 10-4).
The b subunit, a small polypeptide that crosses the membrane once, is essential for the normal activity of the enzyme
and conveys the sodium affinity to the enzyme. In addition,
in vertebrate cells, the b subunit may act as a chaperone, stabilizing the correct folding of the a-polypeptide to facilitate
its delivery to the plasma membrane. A third protein, a g subunit possessing a single membrane domain, seems to modify
the voltage dependence of potassium activation; it is the substrate for kinases and is tissue-specifically spliced.30
Of the many isoforms, a1 in association with the b1
subunit is found in nearly every tissue, including skeletal
muscle. The a2/b2 complex predominates in skeletal muscle.31,32 A subunit specifically expressed in skeletal muscle
and at a much lower level in heart is b4.33 It exhibits a cellular location and its significance has not yet been clarified.
Patients with McArdle disease exhibit lower levels of
3H-ouabain-binding sites than do control subjects and therefore higher peak increases in plasma potassium in response
to exercise.34 It is not specified whether the decreased
exercise capacity is related to a reduction of a1 or a2 subunits. A completely different disease, familial hemiplegic
migraine type 2, is caused by loss-of-function mutations in
the a2 subunit.35

Outside

assuming that the muscle fiber is at steady state, and we
ignore chloride by supposing that it is passively distributed.
Since the resting sodium and potassium currents must be
compensated by the active pump currents for the two ions,
the resting membrane potential is given not by the Goldman
equation, but rather by
Vm = RT/F ln[(r [K+]e + a [Na+]e)/(r [K+]i + a [Na+]i)] (10-3)
with the permeability ratio a = PNa/PK and electrogenicity
rate r = 1.5 (transport ratio of three sodium to two potassium
ions). Under physiologic conditions (a = 0.01, 37ºC), the resting membrane potential is about 3 mV more negative due to
pump activity than it would be without. Under pathologic
conditions—for example, an increased sodium permeability
with a approaching 1—the pump contributes up to 11 mV to
the membrane potential. In the T-tubular system of skeletal
muscle, the pump activity may reduce the potassium con-

Inside
N

N
C

FIGURE 10-4. Scheme of the membrane topology of the a subunits
of ion transporters. The protein contains 10 or 12 transmembrane
segments, which form a helices. The sodium pump a subunits contain 10 segments; their long intracellular loop possesses the catalytic
and transport units of the enzyme and the binding sites for the
cations, ATP, and the inhibitor ouabain. The cation-chloride cotransporters NKCC and KCC contain 12 transmembrane segments. They
are driven by the sodium gradient established by the sodium pump.
They need neither a catalytic unit nor ATP binding sites, and the
intracellular loop connecting segments 6 and 7 is short.
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ION TRANSPORTER GENES EXPRESSED IN THE PLASMALEMMAL OR T-TUBULAR MEMBRANE OF SKELETAL MUSCLEa

Table 10-2.

Gene
Locus

Gene

Transporter
Protein

Transporter
Properties

Significance for
Muscle Function

Disease

ATPases
ATP1A1

1p13

Na+/K+ pump
a1 subunit

ATP1A2

1q21-23

Na+/K+ pump
a2 subunit

ATP1B1

1q22-25

ATP1B2

17p13

ATP1B4

Xq24

FXYD1

19q13

FXYD2

11q23

Na+/K+ pump
b1 subunit
Na+/K+ pump
b2 subunit
X/K+ pump b4
subunit
PLM, phospholemman
precursor, reacts
to insulin, adrenalin
ATP1G1, Na+/K+ pump
g1 subunit

SLC4A2
SLC4A3,
int CGG
repeat

7q35-36
2q36

Cl−/HCO3− exchange
Cl−/HCO3− exchange

Electroneutral
Electroneutral

SLC4A4,
SLC4A5

4q21

Na+/HCO3− exchange,
NBC1, NBC2

Electroneutral
cotransport

Transport and catalytic
units, bind cations,
ATP, and ouabain

Ubiquitous

Predominates in brain
and skeletal muscle
Na+ affinity, chaperone

Ubiquitous

Induces chloride current
at hyperpolarization

Predominates in skeletal
muscle
Muscle-specific, unknown
function
Predominates in muscle
and heart, contraction

Involved in ouabain
binding

Highly expressed in
kidney, muscle

Ouabain binding sites reduced
in McArdle’s disease, not
specified if a1 or a2
(Loss-of-function mutations
cause familial hemiplegic
migraine type 2)

(Renal hypomagnesemia
type 2)

Anion-Anion Exchanger
Wide distribution
Cardiac and brain splice
variants

Cation-Anion Exchanger
Expression level highest
in kidney

(Proximal, renal tubular
acidosis)

Cation-Cation Exchanger
SLC8A1

2p23-22

SLC8A3

14q24.1

SLC9A6

Xq26.3

SLC12A1

15q15-21

SLC12A2

5q23.3

SLC12A4

16q22

SLC12A5

20q13.12

SLC12A7

5p15.33

SLC24A1

15

SLC24A3

20

CA3

8q13-22

aDiseases

Na+/Ca++

NCX1,
exchange
NCX3, Na+/Ca++
exchange
NHE6, Na+/H+
exchange, in Northern
highest in muscle, brain
NKCC2, Na+/K+/2Cl−
cotransport

Extrudes calcium
from myoplasm
Extrudes calcium
from myoplasm
Electroneutral
transport

NKCC1, Na+/K+/2Cl−
cotransport
KCC1, K+/Cl−
cotransport
KCC2, “neuronal” K+/Cl−
cotransport
KCC4, electroneutral
K+/Cl− cotransport
NCKX1, Na+/K+/Ca++
exchange

Electroneutral

NCKX3, Na+/K+/Ca++
exchange
Carboanhydrase type 3

In oxidative fibers
In fast glycolytic
(type 2B) fibers
Acid-activated sodium
uptake into
mitochondria

Electroneutral

(Antenatal Bartter or
hyperprostaglandin
E syndrome, see also Kir1.1)

Electroneutral

Cell volume regulation

Active under isotonic
conditions
Active under hypotonic
conditions

High expression in
muscle, lung
Highly expressed in
muscle

4Na+ against 1K+ and
1Ca++, dependent on
Na+ and K+
H+ transfer

other than those affecting the skeletal muscle are given in parentheses.

(Renal tubular acidosis)
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Acute and Long-Term Regulation
of the Sodium Pump
As extracellular potassium is required for pump cycling,
tubular potassium depletion blocks the sodium pump,
whereas intracellular sodium ions activate it. Exercise translocates preexisting a2/b1 from intracellular stores to the
plasma membrane in skeletal muscle within 20 s.31 This
results in the recruitment of additional functional sodium
pumps to the cell surface and increased Na+,K+-ATPase
activity, an effect with a half-life of approximately 20 min.36
Hormones can elicit their action by directly affecting the
pump rate and the number of pump sites and also by
modulating the expression of a particular isoform.37 For
example, insulin leads to the same rapid translocation as
described for exercise. Long-term alteration of thyroid
hormone levels change the amount of a2 mRNA and protein,
with a free T4 index giving the highest positive correlation.
Hypothyroidism decreases and hyperthyroidism increases
3H-ouabain-binding sites,38 and these changes may account
for the variations in digitalis sensitivity associated with thyroid disorders. Long-term administration of glucocorticoids
increases the amount of a2 and b1 mRNA and protein.
Chronic hypokalemia, such as that due to potassium-wasting
diuretics administered to human individuals, reduces the
number of 3H-ouabain-binding sites,39 probably by a2 and
b1 downregulation. In rat muscle, potassium deprivation
over 10 days reduces a2 and b2 proteins, particularly in
glycolytic fibers.40

THE SODIUM-CALCIUM EXCHANGERS, NCX
NCX1 is the primary cardiac mechanism by which calcium is
extruded from the cell into the T-tubular system during
relaxation. The exchange of 3 Na+ for 1 Ca2+ is powered by
the sodium pump. Sodium/calcium exchangers are regulated
by extracellular sodium and intracellular calcium concentrations; depending on these, the direction of exchange is
reversible (extracellular Ca2+ exchanging for intracellular
Na+). NCX proteins consist of 12 membrane-spanning segments, but disulfide bond analysis and cysteine mutagenesis
coupled with accessibility studies indicate that nine transmembrane segments are a helices, while the other structures are a repeat regions forming nonhelical reentrant
loops.41 In that model, the pore through which the cations
pass is lined by S2, S3, S7, and S8.
NCX1 and NCX3 expression is developmentally regulated as studied in rat muscle.42 NCX1 peaks shortly after
birth, while NCX3 is expressed at low quantities at birth
but then increases rapidly during the first weeks of life.
NCX2 is abundantly expressed in skeletal muscle.43 The
existence of multiple exchanger isoforms may participate in
regulation of calcium homeostasis.

THE CATION-CHLORIDE COTRANSPORTERS
Cation-chloride cotransporters are putative homodimers,44
each monomer consisting of 10 to 12 transmembrane segments (Fig. 10-4). They mediate the translocation of ions (H+,
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Ca2+, Cl−, and others), and the majority is driven by the
sodium gradient established by the sodium pump. Transmembrane domains T3 to T12 are homologous to the large
amino acid permease domain. Amino- and carboxyl-terminal
domains are located intracellularly, are subject to phosphorylation by protein kinases, and are involved in the regulation
of cotransport activity. T2 may possess several splice variants
and contributes to ion affinity.45

The Sodium-Potassium-Chloride Cotransporter
Na+/K+/2Cl− cotransporters mediate the electroneutral
transport of 1 Na+, 1 K+, and 2 Cl− ions across the membrane. There are two closely related genes encoding these
cotransporters: NKCC1, often referred to as the secretory
Na+/K+/2Cl− cotransporter because of its expression in
many secretory epithelia, and NKCC2, the absorptive
Na+/K+/2Cl− cotransporter, because of the apical cotransport in the renal thick ascending limb. Both have a 12transmembrane-segment structure. NKCC1 makes a major
contribution to the volume-regulatory potassium uptake
induced by hyperosmolarity. It reacts upon changes of intracellular chloride46 and hypertonicity.47 NKCC2 loss-of-function mutations cause the antenatal Bartter syndrome, also
called hyperprostaglandin E syndrome, which can also
result from loss-of-function mutations in Kir1.1. Although
the expression rate in skeletal muscle is low, NKCCs are supposed to modulate the bistability of the resting membrane
potential of skeletal muscle (see “Bistability of the Resting
Membrane Potential,” below).

The Potassium-Chloride Cotransporters
KCC1 and KCC3 are expressed in skeletal muscle.48,49 The
relatively wide expression pattern in brain, heart, and the
urogenital and digestive tracts indicates a housekeeping role,
probably in cell volume regulation. These transporters consist of 12 membrane-spanning segments, a large extracellular
loop with potential N-glycosylation sites, and cytoplasmic
N- and C-terminal regions with phosphorylation sites.
Dephosphorylation activates KCC1 cotransporters, while
phosphorylation inactivates them under isotonic conditions
(for review, see Delpire and Mount50). KCC3 is activated by
cell swelling.51 The chloride gradient is important for the
activity.52 The KCC3 knockout mouse shows abnormal gait
already within the first days after birth.50 These mice present
with muscle weakness and only partially myelinated peripheral nerves, comparable to a sensorimotor neuropathy.

BISTABILITY OF THE RESTING MEMBRANE
POTENTIAL
The nonlinear properties of the inwardly rectifying potassium channel, Kir2.1, can lead to an unstable membrane
potential. In particular, a reduction of the extracellular potassium concentration from normal to subnormal values results
in either hyperpolarization or depolarization of the fiber, as
the current-voltage relationship of Kir2.1 is extremely flat
under this condition. Transitions between two polarization
levels can occur.53 The more negative polarization depends
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on the reversal potential EK, which is large at low extracellular potassium; the less negative polarization level follows the
potassium conductance, which is small at low extracellular
potassium. If depolarized, the membrane will respond to an
increase in extracellular potassium with repolarization
because of an increase in potassium conductance, although
the reversal potential simultaneously shifts toward less negative values.
Hypertonicity is supposed to support membrane depolarization by enhancing chloride import through the Na+/K+/
2Cl− cotransporter and to alter the bistable behavior of mammalian muscle fibers.54 Addition of bumetanide, a potent
inhibitor of the Na+/K+/2Cl− and other cotransporters,
and of anthracene-9-carboxylic acid, a blocker of chloride
channels, favors membrane hyperpolarization, particularly
under hypertonic conditions. BaCl2 or temperature reduction from 35 to 27ºC induces depolarization of fibers that are
originally hyperpolarized.

PASSIVE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
OF THE MEMBRANE
A single striated muscle fiber may be approximated by
a cylindrical cell of very great length. In this case steady
current will flow axially through the conductive myoplasm
and exit through various conductive pathways of the
membrane systems into the extracellular space. The density
of the axial myoplasmic current decreases with increasing
distance from the source of excitation because the current
has progressively more conductive pathways by which to
exit the fiber. If the cell membranes were perfect capacitors
with no leakage resistance, the axial current density would
be constant and independent of distance. Cell membranes
are leaky, however, and as one moves away from the current
source, the total membrane resistance decreases inversely
with distance from the source while the total axial resistance
increases in proportion to the distance from the source.
At some distance these two resistances are equal. This distance is referred to as the space constant, denoted by the
Greek letter lambda. For the simple one-dimensional case
considered here, the spatial decrement of the axial current
declines in proportion to e−x/l, where x is the distance from
the current source. In human muscle, l is of the order of
2 to 2.5 mm.55

Specific Membrane Conductance and Steady-State
Voltage-Current Density Relationship
The steady-state voltage-current density relationship can be
determined by use of three microelectrodes or by sucrose or
Vaseline gap in standard solution. The slope of this relationship reflects the total membrane conductance at rest, Gm,
which is about 170 mS/cm2 at 37ºC at the resting potential.1
Measured in chloride-free bathing solution, the membrane
conductance is reduced to approximately the membrane
potassium conductance at rest, GK, of about 40 mS/cm2 at the
resting potential.1 The difference of the conductances in
chloride-containing and chloride-free solutions is identical
with the resting chloride conductance, GCl. It is about 80 percent of the total membrane conductance of skeletal muscle.

Specific Membrane Resistance and Capacitance—
Causes of the Signal Loss over Distance
The membrane potential shifts associated with turning on a
current source depend on the capacitative properties of the
cell membranes, in particular their time constant, tm, which is
equal to the product Rm • Cm, where Rm is the specific membrane resistance (Ω/cm2) and Cm is the specific membrane
capacitance (F/cm2). The spreading velocity of the gradual
progression of the charging process is given by the approximate relation v = 2 l/tm.56
In human intercostal and quadriceps muscle at rest, Rm is
6.900 Ω/cm2 and Cm is 3.6 mF/cm2.57 With l ~ 2.5 mm as
stated above, tm is about 25 ms and v ~ 0.2 mm/ms. Thus, it
takes 10 ms for a subthreshold signal to propagate 2 mm.
Such a slow propagation velocity can be found only in
curarized muscle, where the end plate potential in response
to nerve stimulation is reduced below threshold for initiating
propagating action potentials. Under these circumstances,
the end plate potential spreads only a few millimeters along
the fiber and takes from 5 to 15 ms to reach its peak at these
distances from an end plate focus.58 Because such a slow signal spreading velocity is unrealistic, it is clear that another
mechanism for transmission must be present; that is, action
potentials must be elicitable in the T-tubular system also.

The Action Potential—The Regenerative
1-0 Bit of Signal Transduction
Motor neuron activity is transmitted to skeletal muscle in the
neuromuscular junction, thus generating an all-or-nothing
signal, the action potential. It propagates along the surface
membrane and also into the transverse tubular system—a
set of membrane invaginations projecting deep into the cell.
Thus an even distribution of the impulse is warranted (see
Chaps. 11, 15, and 16). The ionic basis of the propagated
action potential in muscle is similar to that in nerve; action
potentials in both tissues result from the presence of timeand voltage-dependent membrane conductances to sodium
and potassium ions, as first described by Hodgkin and
Huxley for the squid giant axon.59 In the meantime, the
“particles” producing these conductances have been identified as integral membrane proteins called sodium channels
and potassium channels.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SKELETAL MUSCLE
ACTION POTENTIAL
The condition for initiating an action potential is that the net
membrane current be inward, in the direction that results in
further depolarization and further activation of sodium
channels. The potential at which this condition is reached is
termed the threshold potential and is, under normal conditions, always exceeded by the end plate potential. The
upstroke of the action potential is mediated by opening of
the voltage-gated sodium channels, which passively conduct
a fast sodium inward current in a feedforward mechanism
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along both the electrical and concentration gradients. Due to
the resulting high conductance of the membrane for sodium
ions, the membrane potential suddenly depolarizes from the
resting value of −84 mV to approximately +25 mV. Immediate repolarization of the membrane to the highly negative
resting value is made possible by fast inactivation of the
sodium channels, resulting in the usual predominance of the
membrane conductance for potassium ions, which may be
further supported by the opening of additional potassium
channels, called delayed potassium rectifier channels. Specifically in skeletal muscle, repolarization is enforced by a
high chloride conductance that buffers the resting membrane potential (Fig. 10-5). After an action potential, the
membrane is inexcitable for a short period of time, the socalled refractory period, determined by the kinetics of recovery from inactivation.

CURRENTS CONDUCTED DURING
THE ACTION POTENTIAL
The quantitative description of the ionic currents underlying
the action potential is derived from experiments in which the
membrane potential (V) is electronically controlled (“voltage
clamp”) and the currents elicited by step changes in V are
measured. Ionic currents measured under voltage clamp consist of a rapidly rising inward current carried by sodium and
a slower outward current carried by potassium. The success
of a voltage-clamp analysis of sodium and potassium currents was first demonstrated by Hodgkin and Huxley,59 who
developed mathematical equations that reproduced the main
features of the action potential. The Hodgkin-Huxley equations formed the basis for all kinetic analyses in muscle. The
basic equations for sodium and potassium currents, INa and
IK, for the squid axon are as follows:
INa = GNa m3h (V − VNa)
IK = GK n4 (V − VK)

(10-4)
(10-5)

where GNa and GK are maximum conductances for sodium
and potassium and n, m, and h are voltage-dependent probability factors that change exponentially in time with a step

change in voltage. The values of n and m are larger at depolarized potentials and describe the increases in INa and IK
caused by depolarization, while h decreases with depolarization and describes the decline in INa, called inactivation,
that follows the initial increase. Hodgkin and Huxley
assumed that inactivation was voltage-dependent and independent of the channel activation process. However, later
experiments, first using gating-current measurements60–62
and then confirmed by single-channel measurements,63 indicated that sodium channels must undergo several transitions
before inactivation begins.
Gating currents are generated by the movement of the
voltage sensor in response to membrane depolarization.
This movement drives the conformational change in the
protein that results in channel activation. Early work on
gating currents by Armstrong and Bezanilla61 showed that,
during membrane depolarization, the gating charge became
immobilized, or stuck, in the open configuration. This
charge immobilization had kinetics identical to those of
channel inactivation, suggesting a relationship between the
two phenomena.

VOLTAGE-GATED ION CHANNELS ESSENTIAL
FOR THE ACTION POTENTIAL
Voltage-gated cation channels have at least one open state
and two closed states, one from which the channel can
directly be activated (i.e., from the resting state) and one from
which it cannot (the inactivated state). This implies that there
are at least two gates regulating the opening of the pore, an
activation and an inactivation gate, both of which are usually
mediated by the a subunit (Fig. 10-6). Activation results from
depolarization-induced movements of the highly charged
and conserved a-helical S4 segments, and other conformational changes of the protein lead to the opening of the ionconducting pore. The size and shape of the hydrophobic
residues between the positive charges are equally important
for the ability of S4 to move.64 As positive charges are shifted
from the intracellular to the extracellular space, a so-called
gating current can be measured if the much larger current
through the ion-conducting pore is blocked.
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FIGURE 10-5. Action potentials of
an excised human skeletal muscle
fiber bathed in normal extracellular
Bretag’s solution containing 3.5
mM potassium. The various potentials from which the action potentials were elicited by a depolarizing
step were held by constant current.
The zero-current potential was −80
mV. Note that this resting value
was reached at the end of the action
potential.
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FIGURE 10-6. Scheme of the four potential sodium channel states.
The channel opens rapidly upon fast depolarization and then closes
to an inactivated (closed) state, from which it reopens very rarely.
Repolarization of the membrane leads to recovery from inactivation
via a refractory closed state. Activation is again possible from

the resting state. There are probably more than one open and at
least two inactivated (fast and slow) states (not shown). Note that
transition from the resting to the inactivated state is also possible
without channel opening, particularly during slow depolarization
(so-called accommodation).

While activation is a voltage- and time-dependent process,
inactivation and the recovery from the inactivated state are
dependent on time and voltage. Voltage-gated channels usually display two modes of inactivation, fast and slow. These
nonconducting inactivated states are probably mediated by
different molecular mechanisms. Fast inactivation describes
the rapid and complete decay of currents observed in
response to short (millisecond) depolarizations. Slow inactivation occurs when cells are depolarized for seconds or minutes. Recovery from inactivation takes place at membrane
repolarization on similar time scales as inactivation itself.

and closing of the sodium channel is necessary for the regulation of an action potential and the excitability of nerve and
muscle cells.
The sodium channel complex of adult (innervated) skeletal
muscle consists of a tissue-specific a subunit, Nav1.4, and a
ubiquitously expressed b1 subunit with modifying effects.
The a subunit is a tetramic assembly of a series of six transmembrane amphipathic a-helical segments, numbered S1 to
S6, connected by both intracellular and extracellular loops, the
interlinkers (Fig. 10-7). It contains the ion-conducting pore
and determines the main characteristics of the cation channel
complex, conveying ion selectivity, voltage sensitivity (S4
segments), pharmacology, and binding characteristics for
endogenous and exogenous ligands. Of the 12 genes known
to encode four-domain a subunits of voltage-gated sodium
channels, SCN4A (Table 10-1) is exclusively expressed in the
sarcolemmal and the T-tubular membrane. The primary
sequence of the channel protein of skeletal muscle is about 200
amino acids shorter than others expressed in brain and heart.

The Voltage-Gated Sodium Channel
and Its Regenerative Current
Voltage-gated sodium channels are membrane-spanning
proteins responsible for the generation of action potentials in
nerve and muscle cells. Membrane depolarization causes a
conformational change, called activation, from the resting,
closed channel state to the open, ion-conducting state, which
is associated with further membrane depolarization (upstroke
of the action potential). The channel’s intrinsic fast inactivation, which closes the channel within 1 ms, leads to membrane
repolarization (downstroke). The precise control of opening

The voltage-sensing part. Of the six transmembrane
segments, S1 to S4 are considered to form the voltagesensing part and S5 and S6 the pore region of the channel.
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FIGURE 10-7. Scheme of the membrane topology of the voltagegated cation channels. The a(1) subunit consists of four repeated
domains of six transmembrane segments each, including the voltagesensor unit. When inserted in the membrane, the four domains fold
to generate a central pore, as schematically indicated on the righthand bottom of the figure. The four domains are encoded by a single
sodium (or calcium) channel gene, whereas potassium channel genes
code for only one domain, so that the channel a subunit is a homotetramer or a heterotetramer if the products of different channel genes

assemble. Auxilliary subunits a2/d, b1 to bn, and g are optional intracellular, transmembrane, or extracellular proteins. Intracellular b
subunits bind to the N- or C-terminal or to an intracellular loop. a2 is
a calcium channel subunit that was misnamed: It was originally
thought to possess an ion-conducting pore, as expression in cells
devoid of functional calcium channels resulted in an appreciable calcium current. However, this phenomenon can be explained by the
drastic increase in expression of endogenous a(1) subunits by coexpression of the a2/d subunit.

The S4 segments are characterized by four to eight positively
charged residues at every third position (Figs. 10-7 and 10-8).
As no other segments carry so many charges, they are the
actual sensors of the membrane voltage. Reduction of the
steepness of the voltage dependence of activation as a result
of replacing the positive charges with neutral or negatively
charged residues65 and microscopic observation of statedependent localization of residues labeled with fluorescent
dyes or antibodies have supported the voltage-sensor
hypothesis.66 Previously the S4 segments were proposed to
move in a spiral path (“sliding helix” or “helical screw”
model) outward through “canaliculi” of the channel protein,
the outer charges becoming exposed on the cell surface
while the inner charges become buried in the membrane
during activation.67 Recent evidence suggests a 180-degree

rotation of the S4 helices, associated with a slight tilt rather
than an outward movement.68

FIGURE 10-8. A three-dimensional representation of the voltagegated sodium channel, based on images published by Sato et al.69
and adapted from Catterall.70 The dashed line inserted in the top
view of the channel shows the position at which the cross section was
taken. The cross section shows the central ion-conducting pore and
its intracellular and extracellular connections to the bathing medium
(1 to 3 and 2 to 4 via the central pore). Note the canaliculi containing
the S4 segments (1 to 3, and 2 to 4, directly), which move and rotate
during activation, and their connections to the central pore.

The pore-determining part and the selectivity filter.

Segments S5 to S6 surround the ion-conducting pore. Parts
of the extracellular S5 to S6 interlinkers dip into the membrane and line the outer vestibule of the pore, thereby forming the selectivity filter. Specific negative charges determine
the selectivity for a cation. The permeability of an ion relative to sodium can be measured by substituting for sodium
in the external fluid and measuring the change in the reversal potential for current through sodium channels. Measured
in this way in skeletal muscle, Li+ is nearly as permeant
as sodium.71

Channel activation and deactivation. Membrane de-

polarization causes sodium channel activation in a positive
feedback mechanism along the electrochemical gradient. The
channel’s intrinsic inactivation occurs within 1 to 2 ms (Fig.
10-9A and B) and leads under unclamped (i.e., natural) conditions to repolarization of the membrane even in the
absence of voltage-gated (e.g., delayed) rectifier potassium
channels. In the inactivated state, the channel is refractory.
The duration of this period of time is regulated by the kinetics of recovery of the channels from inactivation.
Immediate repolarization of the membrane prior to the
beginning of inactivation deactivates the channels (i.e.,
reverse activation). The channel enters the closed state as
soon as the fastest S4 segment moves back to its resting position. If not all voltage sensors move back, a variety of closed
states can be generated. Slowly inactivating potassium channels will undergo the process of deactivation during the
repolarizing phase of the action potential because they are
not inactivated at that time. In contrast, voltage-gated
sodium channels are usually not deactivated, since they
inactivate so rapidly (Fig. 10-9A, C, and E).
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FIGURE 10-9. Whole-cell recordings of sodium currents on
HEK cells (transiently or permanently) expressing human Nav1.4
cDNA. A. Sodium currents elicited by a family of depolarizations
recorded from tsA201 cells expressing skeletal muscle sodium
channel a subunit (bottom) and experimental protocol applied (top).
B. Corresponding peak current-voltage relationships. C. Voltage
dependence of fast inactivation time constants (th) obtained by a fit
of current decay with a monoexponential function. D. Conductancevoltage relationships (open squares); steady-state fast inactivation
(open circles) determined from a holding potential of −150 mV
using a series of 300-ms prepulses from −150 to −45 mV in 7.5-mV
increments prior to the test pulse to −20 mV; cumulative steady-state
slow inactivation (open upward-pointing triangles) determined from
a holding potential of −140 mV using a series of 30-s prepulses from
−140 to +20 mV; channels were let to recover from fast inactivation
for 20 ms at −140 mV prior to the test pulse to −20 mV. For all the
protocols presented, obtained data were normalized to the maximum and were fit with a Boltzmann function. E. Recovery from fast

inactivation (closed circles) determined by a 100-ms depolarization to
−20 mV followed by a variable-duration return to the holding potential and a short depolarizing pulse; recovery from slow inactivation
(closed upward-pointing triangles) obtained by a 30-s depolarization to −20 mV followed by a variable-duration return to −140 mV
and a control depolarizing pulse to record sodium current; entry
into slow inactivation (closed downward-pointing triangles) determined by a variable-duration depolarization to −20 mV, followed
by a 20-ms step to the holding potential to allow recovery from
fast inactivation and a short control pulse to −20 mV. The holding
potential was −140 mV for all the protocols. Normalized data
were fit with an exponential function. F. Recovery from fast inactivation for holding potentials of −140 mV (closed circles), −120 mV
(open squares), and −100 mV (open circles). Inlay demonstrates an
example of recovery from fast inactivation at −100 mV. All data are
presented as mean ± standard error of the mean. (Modified from
Kuzmenkin et al.91 Reproduced by permission.)

Fast inactivation.

that connect the various domains could be involved in fast
inactivation. That the loop between domains III and IV
is essential was demonstrated by antibodies specifically
directed against this region, which slowed fast inactivation.73
Mutagenesis experiments confirmed the sodium channel
III/IV loop as the putative inactivation gate.74,75 The interaction of the inactivation particle with its receptor is likely to be
hydrophobic, and current research focuses on the hydrophobic parts of the putative intracellular orifice of the pore or its
surrounding protein parts to be the molecular correlate.76–78
Fast inactivation derives most of its voltage dependence
from coupling to activation. The conformational changes

The absence of charge movements
during inactivation suggested the localization of the inactivation gate to be outside of the membrane. Based on these
studies, Armstrong and Bezanilla61,62 proposed a ball-andchain model in which the ball, tethered to the cytoplasmic side
of the channel by a chain, swings into the inner mouth of the
pore, where it binds and blocks the ionic current. Although
originally proposed for the sodium channel, this model has
quite convincingly been shown for fast-inactivating potassium channels where the pore-blocking ball is part of or
attached to the N-terminus (so-called N-type inactivation).72
For sodium channels, one or more of the cytoplasmic loops
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resulting from depolarization-induced activation increase
the rate of inactivation. Although the structural nature of this
coupling is unknown, electrophysiologic experiments on
naturally occurring mutants revealed that mutations in
segment S4 of domain IV selectively affect the voltage
dependence of inactivation time constants.79,80 Because of
the resemblance of this III-to-IV loop to the hinged lids
of allosteric enzymes controlling substrate access, a slight
modification of the ball-and-chain model was proposed.
According to this hinged-lid model, the inactivation particle
acts as a latch to a catch to be identified, and one of the hinges
consists of a pair of glycines situated in the vicinity of the
phenylalanine.74,81 In potassium channels, the S4-to-S5 interlinkers putatively adjacent to the intracellular orifice of the
pore may act as the acceptor for the N-type inactivation particle.82–84 In the sodium channel similar but not identical
parts of the supposed S4-to-S5 helices and adjacent amino
acids of the transmembrane segments S5 and S6 may form
the catch.76,85,86

Slow and ultraslow inactivation. Upon prolonged
depolarization, additional inactivation processes also appear, called core-associated or C-type inactivation. This not
only is kinetically distinct from fast inactivation (Fig.
10-9E) but also involves different structural elements. Present
in almost all voltage-gated cation channels, it is detectable
even when fast inactivation has been made impossible (i.e.,
by removing the inactivation particle).
A slow inactivation process has been described, with
time constants for onset and recovery of about 0.5 s.87 On
an even slower time scale, “ultraslow” inactivation, with
time constants of a few minutes, has been also described in
human muscle fibers.88 Ultraslow inactivation develops at
potentials only slightly less negative than the normal resting potential and therefore is of physiologic significance in
muscles that undergo pathologic prolonged depolarization,
as in hyper- and hypokalemic periodic paralysis.
Recovery from inactivation.

In principle, transitions
from any one state into another are possible, allowing the
transition from the resting to the inactivated state at depolarization as well as the same way backward. Forward and
backward rate constants for the transitions determine the
likelihoods of the various channel states. The likelihood that
inactivated voltage-gated sodium channels will directly
enter the open state is very low. Instead, the channels are in
a refractory state and require repolarization and a certain
time for recovery from inactivation until they enter the resting state (Fig. 10-9F).

Steady-state activation and inactivation. Sodium
channel activation is highly dependent on the membrane
potential in the way that the steady-state conductance
increases steeply with the membrane potential.59 The relationship between the open probability of the channel, P, and
membrane voltage, Vm, can be fit with the Boltzmann equation89 in order to estimate the number of equivalent gating
charges per channel:
P = 1/{1 + exp[(V0.5 − Vm)/k]}

(10-6)

with V0.5 being the potential at which half of the channels are activated, and the steepness of the curve being
1/k = −Q/RT, where Q is the charge transferred and k the

slope factor. For the Nav1.4 of macropatches of membrane
blebs formed from native normal human muscle, V0.5 is
−32.0 mV and k is −9.6 mV, equivalent to the movement of
2.7 elementary charges across the membrane.90
The steady-state inactivation curve can be fit with the
same Boltzmann equation, with the steepness positive. For
the Nav1.4 of the same macropatches as above, V0.5 and k are
−93.7 and 8.4 mV, respectively, equivalent to the movement
of 3 eo across the membrane.90 Examples for steady-state
activation and inactivation curves of human Nav1.4 channels expressed in human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells are
shown in Fig. 10-9D.

Single-channel conductance and channel density.

Single-channel recordings have shown that sodium channels
possess two conductance levels: zero when the channel is
closed and a constant conductance when the channel is open.
Following depolarization, there is a brief delay before channels open. After a subsequent short interval, the current
jumps back to zero as the channel closes. These intervals
are not identical during each depolarization; in fact, the opening and closing of the channel appears to be a random
process.92,93 The channel state has to acquire enough energy
to “hop over” an energy barrier to a neighboring position
even though the open probability depends on the voltage
and is more sensitive to the voltage than an electronic device,
such as a transistor. The average behavior of a single channel
is remarkably similar in time course to the macroscopic,
whole-cell sodium current (compare Figs. 10-9A and 10-10A).
It is clear from the single-channel recordings that the open
probability for the sodium channel decreases with time during the depolarization.
The conductance of single sodium channels has been
determined to be ~3 pS by single-channel recordings.94 In
these measurements, the time to opening after a depolarizing
step (first latencies ~0.75 ms) and mean open times (~ 0.4 ms)
can also be determined. From these values, rate constants
for kinetics of channel state transitions and an alternative
method to determine the steady-state activation can be
derived. This best demonstrates the potency of the patchclamp technique to describe the behavior of individual proteins and enables study of the full spectrum of possible
channel behavior, ranging from single openings to longlasting bursts, when a sufficient number of observations are
made (Fig. 10-10).
The distribution of sodium channels over the surface of
a muscle fiber is not homogeneous, as has been shown
by experiments using the “loose patch” voltage-clamp
technique.95 Channel density varies up to threefold over
distances of 10 to 30 mm along the fiber surface. Furthermore, the density changes little with time,96 suggesting that
the channels are anchored in the membrane, probably by
cytoskeletal structures. There is no indication of a specific
location relative either to the sarcomere intervals or to the
openings of T tubules, nor is there any information on how
closely clustered the channels are.

The b subunits—modulators of expression and channel kinetics. Quarternary structure and channel function

are dependent on additional subunits which may modify
voltage sensitivity, kinetics, expression levels, or membrane
localization.97 Of the several genes encoding b subunits,
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20 ms
2 pA
FIGURE 10-10. Whole-cell (A) and single-channel (B, C, D) recordings of sodium currents from normal channels. (A) Representative
whole-cell current from transfected HEK 293 cells held at a potential
of −85 mV. After a 15-ms prepulse to −120 mV the currents were
elicited by an above shown test pulse to −20 mV. (B) Histogram of all
first latencies to openings occurring during 500 depolarizations;
medians for a larger number of control patches were 0.75 ± 0.07 ms

(n = 7). (C) “Single” channel recordings of sodium currents on a
membrane patch containing four sodium channels, performed in the
bleb-attached mode. Note the burst in the second, and the late
reopening in the third trace. (D) Semi-logarithmic histogram of open
times of 1000 depolarization steps; the line represents a fit to a second order exponential with time constants indicated. (Modified after
Lerche et al.90 Reproduced by permission.)

SCN1B and SCN3B are expressed in skeletal muscle. They
are composed of a transmembrane segment, an extracellular
N-terminal, and an intracellular C-terminal and are noncovalently bound to a. In Xenopus oocytes, coexpression of
SCN1B in addition to SCN4A increased functional expression
and current amplitude, shifted the steady-state activation
and inactivation curves toward more negative potentials, and
accelerated recovery from inactivation.98,102 The observation
that the sodium channel exhibited a more rapid inactivation
when expressed in mammalian cell lines than in Xenopus
oocytes was originally attributed to the lack of endogenous
b-subunit expression in the oocytes. Later, by demonstrating
that the rapid kinetics were also found when expressed in
cells without endogenous b subunits, post-translational
modifications and association of sodium channels with other
membrane proteins such as cytoskeletal components have
been made responsible for the differences in kinetics.103–106

blocked by micro-conotoxins obtained from the piscovorous
marine snail Conus geographus L.107 These toxins act at the
same site as TTX and STX.108 Sea anemone toxin (ATX) and
a and b scorpion toxins bind to different extracellular parts
of the channel and impair fast inactivation or activation.109
Local anesthetics such as procaine, lidocaine, and benzocaine block muscle sodium channels.110 This interesting class
of compounds may exhibit “use dependence”—a dependence of the depth of block on the frequency of stimulation.
The degree of use dependence varies with the structure
(charge and hydrophobicity) of the drug.
As in nerve, increasing external hydrogen ion concentration blocks sodium channels in at least two ways: (1) peak
current is reduced and (2) voltage dependence of gating is
shifted in the depolarizing direction.111 As the apparent pKa
for this effect is near 5, this block is of little importance in the
physiologic pH range but has been useful in formulating
hypotheses concerning the nature of the chemical groups
glutamates and aspartates, which are important for sodium
ion transport.112
Of physiologic relevance is the effect of changes in external calcium or magnesium ion concentration. Divalent
cations are thought to bind to sites on the membrane surface,
and the presence of these positively charged particles provides a surface potential, in addition to the transmembrane
potential, on the electric field within the membrane and in
particular the field experienced by the voltage-sensitive
sodium channels. Changes in divalent ion concentration
shift the voltage dependence of the sodium channel activation parameters. This has the effect of changing the threshold
potential, so that action potential initiation requires a larger

Channel blockers and modifiers. Action potential
generation in muscle is prevented when current through
sodium channels is blocked by the specific neurotoxins
tetrodotoxin (TTX) and saxitoxin (STX). The origin of TTX is
liver and ovaries of the puffer fish Fugu, whose flesh and
testes are an exquisite Japanese dish. Separation of the ovaries
from the testes in the hermaphrodite fish is a prerequisite for
consumption, a task requiring expertise if the physiologically interested gourmet is to survive. The toxin occludes the
external mouth of the pore and is extremely specific, involving very high affinity binding with dissociation constants in
the nanomolar range (e.g., 5 nM for TTX and 0.9 nM for
STX). In contrast to brain sodium channels, Nav1.4 is also
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depolarization in a high Ca2+ concentration, whereas a
smaller depolarization is sufficient in low Ca2+. A twofold
change in outside free Ca2+ concentration causes a shift in
the voltage dependence of the sodium activation parameter
of about 7 mV; the shifts stemming from changes in Mg2+
concentration are smaller in size.113

Voltage-Gated Potassium Channels
Potassium channels constitute the most diverse class of ion
channels with respect to activation, kinetic properties,
regulation, pharmacology, and structure. Voltage-gated
(Kv) potassium channels are activated by membrane
depolarization, and, once opened, they conduct potassium
ions from inside to outside along the concentration gradient
and against the electric field. This outwardly rectifying current leads to repolarization of the surface membrane.
Although almost all outward rectifiers (except Kv7.x)
exhibit fast activation within a few milliseconds, the historical term delayed rectifiers reflects the delay in comparison
to the extremely rapid activation of the sodium current.
Kv channels inactivate slowly or fast, and the slowly inactivating channels will be deactivated by the membrane repolarization during the second phase of the action potential (i.e.,
the process of activation will be reversed; fast-inactivating
channels may be already inactivated at this time). Besides voltage-gated channels, there is a large spectrum of
potassium channels more or less sensitive to membrane
potential and activated or blocked by endogenous ligands.
Voltage-insensitive potassium channels convey background
conductance and therefore determine the resting membrane
potential of cells, excitable, such as the skeletal muscle, and
nonexcitable. They also play a role in volume regulation
and signal transduction.
The Kv channels are the human homologues of Shaker
(Kv1.x), Shab (Kv2.x), Shaw (Kv3.x), and Shal (Kv4.x) potassium channel a subunits, first identified in Drosophila, and
the channel family is still increasing (up to Kv12.x to date).
They are found in almost all eukaryotic cells of the animal
and plant kingdom and are present not only in nerve or muscle cells, but also in lymphocytes, pancreatic islet cells, and
others. In contrast to voltage-gated sodium and calcium
channels, a single domain containing six transmembrane
segments (6T/1P) (Fig. 10-1) is encoded by a single gene
(Kv1.x by KCNAx, Kv2.x by KCNBx, etc., with x = 1 to n), and
four gene products form a functional tetrameric a subunit. In
nature, some members of the same protein family can assembly to heterotetramers (e.g., Kv1.1 and Kv1.2).
Kv homo- and heterotetramers inactivate at different rates
and to a varying extent. The first studied potassium current
is the “delayed” outward potassium current, IK, that shows
very slow inactivation.114 In 1971, Connor and Stevens115
identified a rapidly inactivating potassium current in the
neuronal soma of the Anisodoris, IA, and termed it A-type
potassium current after the initial letter of the sea snail’s name
and also in contrast to the typical delayed rectifier current,
IK. Although the historical name A-type current is still in use,
it is more and more replaced by the modern term fast N-type
inactivation, for those Kv channels that contain the intracellular N-term fast-inactivation “ball” and mediate this transient current. Fast N-type inactivation already occurs if one
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domain of a heterotetrameric channel complex contains the
ball and also if just any Kv channel tetramer interacts with a
certain intracellular b subunit—for example Kvb1—that is
capable of fast inactivation.116
The typical delayed rectifying potassium currents are conducted by slowly inactivating Kv channels that either do not
possess the inactivation ball or are not coexpressed with
Kvb1. This type of inactivation is called C-type inactivation
and is influenced by cations of external and internal solutions that interact with certain amino acids of the ionconducting pore (foot-in-the-door model of gating117,118).
The removal of inactivation by a point mutation in the
pore leads to the depiction of another term, the P-type (pore
type) inactivation.119

Fast-inactivating Kv channels. These “A-type” currents

with fast “N-type inactivation” operate in the subthreshold
range of an action potential and are thought to maintain the
resting potential and to modulate electrical excitability. Most
of these channels are blocked at low extracellular potassium
ion concentration; at 1 to 2 mM there is a ~50 percent reduction in current.118,120,121 Potassium is bound to a “pocket” at
or in the vicinity of the TEA-binding site. The two skeletal
muscle channels show the potassium dependency: Kv1.4,
which is present in skeletal muscle at only low expression
level, shows the highest potassium sensitivity; and Kv3.4,
with mRNA levels being five- to sixfold lower in the soleus
muscle than in fast muscles.122 Differential splicing and
alternative transcription start sites are utilized to generate a
set of Kv3.4 variants in murine skeletal muscle and brain,
presumably involved in the regulation of excitability.123

Slowly inactivating Kv channels. Slowly inactivating

Kv channels support repolarization of the muscle cell
membrane during the second phase of an action potential
and reduce cell excitability. Until now, only one human disease, episodic ataxia, is known to be caused by mutations in
a Kv channel; that is Kv1.1, the Shaker homologue. The
channel does not possess an “N-type ball” and therefore
slowly inactivates. Kv1.1 is expressed in brain (particularly
in the basket cells of the cerebellum), nerve (particularly the
motor neuron), cardiac and skeletal muscle, the retina, and
the pancreatic islet. The mutations cause episodic ataxia with
interictal myokymia (EA-1). The myokymia may be generated by hyperexcitable motor neurons. Although muscle
fatigue similar to a myasthenic syndrome was reported for a
patient, the significance of Kv1.1 for skeletal muscle function
does not seem to be essential. Interestingly, rapid inactivation of Kv1.1 is achieved by the Kvb1 subunit,124 but its
expression in skeletal muscle has not been demonstrated so
far. Of the Kv1.x family, Kv1.7 and Kv1.8 have been identified in skeletal muscle, but their significance has not been
clarified. Of the other Kv families, Kv2.1 and its modifiers
Kv5.1 and Kv6.1 as well as Kv3.1 are also present in skeletal
muscle. In the Kv3.1 −/− mice, muscle shows slower contraction and relaxation and smaller forces, but these effects
are not due to changes in skeletal muscle excitability, but
rather dependent on strain.125 Therefore, the significance of
Kv3.1 channels for muscle function remains unclear.

Slowly activating and inactivating Kv channels.

In
contrast to all other Kv channels, which reach current peaks
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within 10 to 20 ms following depolarization, only those of
the Kv7.x family show slow activation. Of the corresponding KCNQ family, a splice variant of the KCNQ5 mRNA is
clearly expressed in skeletal muscle,126 and likewise KCNQ4
encoding Kv7.4.127 Apparently both channel types conduct
detectable currents without Kv7.3 channel that forms the
“mother” heterotetramers with several other Kv7.x a subunits and is important for trafficking.128
The C-terminus of all Kv7.x channels is long compared to
other K+ channels and is endowed with distinctive structural
domains. Though there is evidence that the C-terminus
contains a channel assembly domain and binds calmodulin,
its structural and functional significance is not yet known.
All Kv7.x channels modify subthreshold membrane
excitability. Coexpression of KCNQ4 and KCNQ5 with a
member of the MiRP (MinK-related protein) protein family
forming b subunits has not been reported.

The Voltage-Gated Calcium Channels
Of the many genes (CACNA-I,S) encoding a subunits, only
one is expressed in the T-tubular membrane of adult skeletal
muscle: CACNA1S encoding the L-type calcium channel a1
subunit, Cav1.1 (Fig. 10-7). The subclassification a1 was
made because a second subunit was originally thought to
possess an ion-conducting pore, a2, which later turned out to
be a modifying subunit without pore. The term L-type means
long-lasting currents according to their inactivation properties, in contrast to the transient (T-type) currents. While L-type
(and P-type, P for Purkinje cell) channels reveal high thresholds for activation (HVA channels), T-type channels are lowvoltage-activated (LVA). All L-type channels, including those
in brain and heart and pancreatic islet cells encoded by different genes, are very sensitive to dihydropyridines (DHP,
e.g., nifedipine), phenylalkylamines (PAA, e.g., verapamil),
and benzothiazepines (BTZ, e.g., diltiazem), which has led
to the term dihydropyridine receptor, a misnomer, as it suggests ligand activation when in fact the channel is activated
by voltage.
The a1 subunit is structurally homologous to the a subunit of sodium channels, being 6T/1P; however, recent
biochemical and three-dimensional structural data indicate
that functional channels could contain two a1 subunits.129
As functional studies have not yet been performed, it is
not clear whether there are one or two pores in the whole
channel complex.
The high selectivity for calcium over sodium is conferred
by a group of conserved glutamate residues forming a
high-affinity calcium-binding site in the pore exhibiting an
apparent dissociation constant of about 700 nM.130 Nevertheless, the channel conducts a reasonably high sodium current, probably because of the vicinity of a second binding
site. When only one of the sites is occupied, which is the case
at low concentration, calcium is bound tightly. However, as
soon as the probability of double occupancy increases at
higher calcium concentration, electrostatic repulsion drastically reduces the time that the ions spend at the site, and
calcium flows through the channel along its electrochemical
gradient. Therefore, monovalent cations (e.g., sodium) pass
the channel in the absence of divalents, micromolar calcium
blocks the monovalent current, and millimolar external
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calcium leads to an almost pure calcium inward current.131
This binding site is conserved through all a1 subunits of the
calcium channel family.
Physiologically, at least two Cav1.1 isoforms are expressed
in muscle, the rare 212-kD complete protein and a similar
190-kD truncated form. The 190-kD subunit, comprising 95
percent of total channel population, results by posttranslational proteolysis at amino acid 1690.132,133 An additional
variant has been suggested to exist, at least in postnatal
skeletal muscle (see below). As L-type channels can be modulated by cAMP-dependent protein kinase A via certain GS
proteins,134 further functional alterations have also been
demonstrated. The physiologic importance of these alterations is acknowledged for the cardiac channel, but seems
questionable for the skeletal muscle.135 Mutations in Cav1.1
cause hypokalemic periodic paralysis and malignant
hyperthermia susceptibility type 5 in humans, and muscular
dysgenesis in mice.
So called T-type (transient) LVA calcium channels are
encoded by the CACNA1H gene. They are expressed in
myoblasts just before fusion and mediate an intracellular
calcium rise due to a window current at hyperpolarized
potentials.136 They are not found in adult skeletal muscle.

Kinetics and potential dependency of Cav1.1 channel
states. As in voltage-gated sodium channels, depolariza-

tion causes Cav1.1 activation in a positive feedback mechanism along both the concentration gradient and the electric
field and increases the open probability until the timedependent occurrence of channel inactivation during maintained depolarization reduces it, a process that is not
intrinsically voltage-dependent. As the time constants for
activation are ~60 ms, the currents cannot substantially contribute to the action potential, which lasts only 1 to 2 ms.
Additionally, at the peak of the action potential, only a small
fraction of the channels can be activated, as indicated by the
Boltzman curves for activation and inactivation (Fig. 10-11).
It has not been unambiguously clarified whether Cav1.1
channels conduct calcium during high-frequency discharges
of action potentials under physiologic conditions at all or
whether the sole function of the channels consists of coupling
to the ryanodine receptor to initiate calcium release. The latter function is also voltage-dependent, but the midpoint of
half-maximal activation is shifted toward hyperpolarizing
potentials by 40 mV compared to the midpoint of current
activation (Fig. 10-11). Therefore, Cav1.1 functions as a voltage sensor of excitation-contraction coupling and activator
of the ryanodine receptor (RyR1), which releases calcium
from the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR), initiating contraction
(see Chap. 12).

Modifying subunits. While voltage-gated sodium and
potassium channels consist of a and optional b subunits,
only voltage-gated calcium channels consist of additional
proteins: a2, b, g, and d. The extracellularly located a2
protein is anchored by disulfide bonds to the membranespanning a1 subunit,97,138 and the two proteins are encoded
by a single gene. The originally assumed existence of an
a2 associated ion-conducting pore can be explained by the
drastic increase in expression of endogenous a1 subunits by
coexpression of the a2/d subunit.139 The a2/d subunit,
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FIGURE 10-11. Whole-cell calcium currents and calcium transient of
human myotubes. Upper left panel: The myotubes revealed a rapidly
activating and inactivating calcium current with a voltage threshold
at −20 mV (T-type current) and a slowly activating and inactivating
L-type current at +25 mV. Upper right panel: Depolarization-induced
calcium transient as normalized fluorescent intensity increases
elicited from a holding potential of −90 mV. Lower left panel: Steadystate activation and inactivation curves of the L-type current (large
squares) and steady-state activation of calcium transients (small

squares). Note that the calcium transients occur at much smaller cell
depolarizations than the current. Lower right panel: The triadic junction between the T-tubular and the sarcoplasmic reticulum. Note the
position of the two calcium channels of skeletal muscle—the L-type
calcium channel, also called dihydropyridine (DHP) receptor, and
the calcium release channel, also called ryanodine receptor—which
interact directly during excitation-contraction coupling. (Modified
from Jurkat-Rott et al.137 Reproduced by permission.)

which can bind the anticonvulsant drug gabapentin, not
only increases a1 expression rates and current density, but
also accelerates inactivation kinetics and slightly shifts
both steady-state inactivation and activation curves in hyperpolarizing directions.140
Coexpression of any of the four b subunits with a1A
markedly increases the number of channel complexes inserted into the membrane and the current amplitude.141 For
a1S, the skeletal muscle variant, b coexpression increased
the number of DHP-binding sites and accelerated current
activation kinetics, however, without increasing current density.142,143 Of the four b subunits identified so far, b1 is an
intracellular acidic protein and binds to the loop connecting domains I and II of Cav1.1, distinct from the consensus
site for the G protein b-g complex.144 Besides the intracellular I/II loop, the C-term also seems to act as a binding site
for b.145

The g subunits consist of four transmembrane segments,
and at least one of them, g1, is expressed in skeletal muscle.
Coexpression of g1 with the cardiac a1 subunit in amphibian
and mammalian cell systems moderately increased calcium
current amplitude and inactivation rate. The main effect is a
marked shift of the voltage dependence of inactivation in the
hyperpolarizing direction.140,146

Voltage-Dependent Chloride Channels
Chloride channels are present in the plasma membrane of
most cells. They play important roles in cell volume regulation, transepithelial transport, secretion of fluid from secretory glands, and in the stabilization of the resting membrane
potential. Of the four superfamilies, the first consists of
transmitter-gated chloride channels that are predominantly
expressed at inhibitory synapses (i.e., GABAA and glycine
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receptor channels mediating chloride influx). The second
superfamily consists of the ATP-binding cassette channels,
including the cystic fibrosis transmembrane regulator
(CFTR). The third is composed of the voltage-gated anionselective channels (VDAC—e.g., porin type 1 in the plasmalemma and the SR membrane of striated muscle), and the
fourth is the large family of voltage-gated chloride channels,
present in excitable and epithelial cells. The latter will be
elaborated on further, since it contains several members that
are expressed in skeletal muscle.
Generally, voltage-dependent chloride channels fulfil a
variety of functions depending on their tissue distribution
and subcellular localization (for review, see Jentsch et al.147).
The dimeric channel complex possesses two independent
ion-conducting pores, each with a fast opening mechanism of its own, two selectivity filters, and two voltage sensors, and conducts over the whole physiologic voltage range
(for review, see Fahlke 148). Recent cryoelectron microscopy and x-ray studies have elucidated the structure of the
channel149,150 and confirmed the conclusions derived from
electrophysiologic results (Fig. 10-12). Of the nine human
genes encoding voltage-dependent chloride channels of
the CLCN family, at least four are expressed in skeletal muscle: the ClC1, specific for skeletal muscle (see below); the
ubiquitous ClC2; the acid-activated ClC4; and the intracellular ClC6.
ClC2 is ubiquitously expressed and is the most closely
related to ClC1. Both may assemble together as heterodimers,
forming voltage- and volume-sensitive channels expressed in
skeletal muscle.151,152 ClC2 channels show a typical chloride
over iodide specificity, are blockable by unspecific agents
only, and generate an inwardly rectifying current (i.e., there is
a chloride extrusion at potentials more negative than the
reversal potential). Mutations therein cause idiopathic generalized epilepsy.153 Knockout mice do not present with muscular symptoms, but rather with retinal degeneration and
infertility,154 so that a loss of function may be compensable by
presence of a functional ClC1.

FIGURE 10-12. Membrane topology model of the skeletal muscle
chloride channel monomer ClC1,
modified from Dutzler et al.150 The
channel complex is a homodimer
formed in an antiparallel orientation. ClC1/2 heterodimers are also
functional. Each protein contains
parts of the two channel pores.
The loop connecting segments
S7 and S8 is involved in the formation of one pore, and the loop
between S13 and S14 and the
N-region of S18 form the other
pore, supplemented by the corresponding parts of the second protein in an antiparallel formation

Not much is known on ClC4. It is expressed in skeletal muscle, and one study with the whole-cell patch-clamp technique
showed that the channel was activated by external acidic pH.
The channel produces a strong outward chloride current with
a permeability similar to ClC1. There are consensus sites for
phosphorylation by protein kinase A; however, stimulation of
PKA had no effect on the currents.155
There is evidence that ClC6 is an intracellular chloride
channel rather than being located in the plasma membrane.
Confocal imaging of transfected cells revealed a similar
expression pattern of two splicing variants, ClC6a and
ClC6c, to SR Ca2+ pump SERCA2b.156 Therefore these channels do not directly contribute to muscle excitability.

ClC1, the major chloride channel of skeletal muscle.

The encoding gene for this channel, CLCN1, is almost exclusively expressed in skeletal muscle.157 The electrophysiologic
identification and characterization of ClC1 at the single-channel level were difficult because its conductance is very low
(i.e., near 1 pS, as estimated from noise analysis).158 The large
macroscopic chloride conductance of the skeletal muscle
fiber membrane (i.e., 80 percent of the total conductance of
the sarcolemma and the T-tubular membrane) must therefore result from an extremely high channel density. The
channel is functional without any other subunits and conducts over the whole physiologic voltage range, showing
inward rectification in the negative potential range. It is
activated upon depolarization, and with hyperpolarizing
voltage steps it is deactivated to a nonzero steady-state level
(Fig. 10-13). During tetanic muscle excitation the high chloride
conductance is thought to be necessary for a fast repolarization of the transverse tubular membrane, which becomes
depolarized by potassium accumulation in the tubules. As
known from macroscopic experiments,159,160 the channel can
be blocked by external iodide and monocarboxylic aromatic
acids. The acid of choice, 9-anthracene carboxylic acid, is
effective at low mM concentrations.157,158 Mutations in
ClC1 that lower the chloride conductance at the resting poten-
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tial cause dominant or recessive myotonia congenita16,158
(see Chap. 4).

THE SPREAD OF ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY
Conduction Velocity
According to mathematical models, the conduction velocity
θ of propagated action potentials depends on various fiber
parameters: fiber radius a, intracellular resistivity Ri, rate
coefficient k for activation of the conductance, excitatory
membrane conductance G ~ GNa, and membrane capacitance Cm. The following equation accounts for the delay in
the activation process that, in the Hodgkin-Huxley equations, is represented by the third power of m reaction and
leads to a realistic approximation of the action potential conduction velocity θ162:
θ ∝ (a/2Ri)1/2 (kGNa)1/8 Cm–5/8

(10-7)

The equation shows that the velocity increases with the
square root of the fiber radius a and this is in agreement with
the predictions of the wave equation and the cable theory.
Children with smaller muscle fiber diameters should exhibit
lower action potential conduction velocities than adults for
whom values of 3 to 4 m/s have been measured by multichannel recordings using surface electrodes.163 The equation
also shows that only a little increase in speed can be obtained
by further increasing the membrane conductance GNa, particularly as a higher sodium channel density also increases
the capacitance. The maximum sodium conductance depends on how many channels are available for activation.
Therefore not only the channel density but also the resting
membrane potential that determines the percentage of channels in the inactivated state is important. The maximum
sodium conductance is proportional to a parameter often

ms

FIGURE 10-13. Behavior of the
human ClC-1, the major chloride
channel of skeletal muscle, expressed in a mammalian cell line
and measured in a symmetrical
chloride solution. The channelopen probability depends on the
voltage and is high in the physiologic potential range. It is about 40
percent at the resting potential of
−80 mV. The inset shows macroscopic currents recorded in the
whole-cell mode. They are activated by steps going from a holding
potential of 0 mV to potentials over
a range of −145 to +95 mV and deactivated after 400 ms by polarization
to −105 mV. (Adapted from Wagner
et al.161 Reproduced by permission.)

measured on native muscle fibers, i.e., the maximum rate of
rise of an action potential. For human skeletal muscle, maximum rates of about 300 to 400 V/s are reported, as well as
peak potentials of +10.5 mV and action potential durations
of about 1.3 ms at a membrane potential of –80 mV.164,165
Under the pathological condition of a transient membrane
depolarization of several hours, as in paralytic attacks, or
during persistent membrane depolarization, the maximum
rate can be reduced to 100 V/s or less, and these slow action
potential upstrokes result in a reduced velocity. Indeed,
reduced muscle fiber action potential velocities have been
reported for patients with hypokalemic periodic paralysis
in attack-free intervals and—more pronounced—during
paralytic attacks.166 It is known that the muscular resting
membrane potential is slightly reduced between attacks and
markedly reduced during attacks.165,167

The Role of the T-Tubules
The radial spread of the action potential is mediated by conduction along the TTS. This is made possible by a high density of voltage-gated sodium channels in this structure,168
producing a regenerative sodium current169 as theoretical
calculations earlier had demanded.170 Due to the TTS, the
action potential of skeletal muscle differs from that of nerve.
The most obvious distinction between the nerve and muscle
action potentials is the prolonged afterdepolarization of the
sarcolemma following a spike. The early part of the afterdepolarization is caused by the spreading of the spike in the
depth of the TTS lagging behind the almost synchronized
spread of excitation; the late afterdepolarization is caused by
an accumulation of potassium ions in the TTS that increases
with frequency and duration of repetitive action potentials.28
The lower sodium channel density in the TTS than in the
surface membrane results in a smaller excitatory inward
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sodium current that could be compensated by the inhibitory
outward potassium current. Consequently, the propagation
of action potentials in the TTS would be disturbed. To avoid
this problem, inwardly rectifying potassium channels that
conduct almost no outward current during depolarization
are predominantly expressed in the TTS.

Appendix: The Patch-Clamp Technique
Modern research into the properties of ionic channels was
initiated by the pioneering work of Hodgkin and Huxley,59
who utilized the voltage-clamp technique to provide the first
detailed description of the ionic basis of the action potential
in nerve axons. Their work provided our first look at some of
the functional properties of voltage-gated sodium and potas-

sium channels. For the following 50 years, the voltage clamp
became the principal tool for the study of channels. Two
more recent developments have revolutionized this field.
The first of these is the patch-clamp technique, developed by
Neher and colleagues,171 which is a specific application of
voltage clamping (Fig. 10-14). The second is the use of molecular cloning techniques to isolate channel genes, thereby
determining the primary structure of the channel. By combining the patch clamp with molecular biological techniques,
structure-function correlations are rapidly elucidated. A common approach in these studies is the following: Molecular
cloning techniques are used to isolate the gene of interest
and then either to design or to take advantage of naturally
occurring mutations in the primary gene structure that will,
it is hoped, produce measurable changes in channel function. Then, a heterologous (“of a different tissue”) expression
system is used to express the gene product. This expression
can be either transient, as in RNA-injected Xenopus oocytes,
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cell attached
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KCl/Ca -free
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or voltage

FIGURE 10-14. Schematic representation of
the procedures leading to recording configurations. A fine-tipped (about 0.5- to 5-mm in tip
diameter) glass patch electrode is used as a
current monitor and the voltage in the pipette
is held at a desired level. The first step in
applying the technique is the formation of a
high-resistance seal between the patch electrode and the surface of the cell. Once the seal
is established, several recording configurations are available to the investigator, and
these fall into two broad categories. On one
hand, current flow through the patch of membrane under the electrode tip can be monitored, in which case single-channel currents
are usually recorded. Alternatively, for wholecell recording, the patch of membrane can be
disrupted, so that the electrode monitors current flow through the entire cell surface.
(Modified from Sakmann and Neher.172 Reproduced by permission.)
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or stable, as in viral-infected or transfected cells. Finally,
the patch-clamp technique is used to characterize channel
function.

WHOLE-CELL RECORDING
Two methods are available for voltage clamping the entire cell surface and recording macroscopic, or whole-cell,
currents: the “classic” whole-cell technique and the nystatin, or perforated-patch, technique.173–175 To obtain the
classic whole-cell recording configuration, a brief suction is
applied to the interior of the electrode in order to rupture
the patch of membrane under the electrode tip. After this
break-in, there will be a low-resistance pathway for current
and diffusional flow between the electrode and the cell interior. The cell membrane is voltage-clamped at the pipette
potential by virtue of this low-resistance pathway, and the
electrode monitors the current flowing across the entire cell
surface. The ionic composition of the cytoplasm rapidly
equilibrates with the pipette contents, offering a pathway
for the control of cellular constituents. For example, to eliminate potassium currents, the pipette can be filled with an
isotonic intracellular solution containing Cs salts instead of
potassium salts.
Although whole-cell recording can produce highly accurate
current recordings, two important limitations are associated
with the technique. The first of these is correlated with the
resistance in series with the membrane (Rs), which in wholecell recording is the access resistance between the interior of
the pipette and the cytoplasm. The nature of series resistance
errors in whole-cell recording has been summarized by
Armstrong and Gilly.176 Briefly, there are three types of
errors associated with Rs: (1) The membrane voltage differs
from the command voltage by an amount proportional to the
magnitude of the current flowing through Rs. (2) The membrane voltage rises exponentially with a time constant
approximately equal to Rs times the cell capacitance (Cm).
Thus, in the presence of a large Rs, achieving control of the
membrane voltage can be a slow process. (3) The recorded
current must be filtered, which could severely distort the
recorded currents. All of these errors can be minimized by
using low-resistance patch electrodes and by using electronic compensating methods.
Another limitation of the whole-cell configuration is that
important intracellular regulatory molecules, like cAMP,
Ca2+, or guanosine triphosphate (GTP), can diffuse out of the
cell through the patch electrode. Thus, the physiologic regulation of these important second messenger substances is
disrupted. If one of these second messengers modulates the
activity of the channel under study, whole-cell recordings
might not reflect the physiologic behavior of the channels.
The perforated-patch technique175 provides a solution to this
problem by making it possible to record macroscopic currents
with a cell-intact recording configuration. This configuration
is obtained by including a pore-forming antibiotic, like nystatin or amphotericin B, in the pipette solution. After a seal is
formed on the cell, the antibiotic channels are inserted in the
patch of membrane under the electrode tip, thereby providing electrical continuity between the pipette and the cell interior. However, these channels select for monovalent cations
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and do not allow multivalent ions and other large solute molecules to pass through. Therefore, the intracellular concentration of many second messengers will not be altered during
this type of recording. Perforated-patch recordings have been
used to record calcium currents without rundown175,177 and
to characterize the response of calcium-dependent potassium
and chloride currents to muscarinic receptor activation.173

SINGLE-CHANNEL RECORDING
The ability to monitor the activity of a single ionic channel
probably represents the most widely used aspect of the
patch-clamp technique. After a giga Ω seal between the
patch electrode and the cell membrane is formed, the background noise is sufficiently attenuated so that the current
flowing through a single ionic channel can be resolved.171
This configuration of electrode sealed onto the cell has been
referred to as a cell-attached patch recording. In addition to
cell-attached recordings, there are two other configurations
that allow single-channel currents to be monitored. If the
recording electrode is withdrawn from the cell after a cellattached patch is formed, the patch of membrane can be
excised from the cell with the inside surface of the membrane facing the bath solution; this is called the inside-out
configuration. An outside-out patch can be formed by removing the electrode after entering the whole-cell configuration.
One advantage of these cell-free patch recordings is that they
provide more accurate control of the membrane potential. In
the cell-attached mode, the membrane potential of the patch
is equal to the resting potential of the cell minus the pipette
potential. Since the resting potential may not be known with
certainty or might vary during an experiment, there will be
uncertainty in the value of the patch membrane potential.
However, in the isolated-patch configurations, the magnitude of the patch potential is equal to the pipette potential
and is therefore known with precision. A second advantage
is that the experimenter can rapidly exchange the solution on
either surface of the patch simply by changing the bath or
pipette solution.

TRANSIENT EXPRESSION SYSTEMS, AS IN OOCYTES
Oocytes from Xenopus laevis have become a widely used
preparation for the expression of cloned ion channel genes.
A series of recent papers has reviewed many of the technical
aspects of the use of this expression system.178–183 Isolated
Xenopus oocytes are capable of translating injected mRNA
from a variety of sources and producing biologically active
proteins. The mRNA can be extracted from the tissue of interest181 or it can be synthesized from an isolated clone (cDNA)
which codes for the channel protein.182 The isolated mRNA
is pressure-injected into the oocyte through a relatively
large-diameter (10-mm) microelectrode. Within a few days,
functional channels will be present in the surface membrane
of the oocyte and can be studied with various voltage-clamp
techniques, including the conventional two-microelectrode
voltage clamp and the patch clamp.183 Several types of ionic
channels have now been expressed in oocytes using these
techniques (e.g., Noda et al.184 and Timpe et al.185).
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Although very powerful, the patch-clamp technique is
extremely labor-intensive and thereby limited to 10 to 20
individual cell measurements per day. Therefore, several

firms are trying to develop technologies for high-throughput
screening. Achieving this goal requires more than just the
automation of existing patch-clamp techniques; it requires
the development of an entirely new paradigm for making
electrophysiological measurements. All developments are
based on positioning a cell on a small pore separating two
isolated fluid chambers in a manner that requires no manual
intervention or micromanipulation. In order to perform
whole-cell electrophysiological measurements within this
geometry, two criteria must be met. First, a high-resistance
seal must form between the cell membrane and peripheral
region of the substrate pore. As in the case of patch-clamp
electrophysiology, this ensures that the current measured
between the two electrodes passes through the cell membrane. Second, for the control of the membrane potential, a
low-resistance electrical pathway must form through the cell
wall that covers the pore. This latter requirement, in effect,
places the associated electrode at the interior of the cell and
allows one to clamp the membrane potential over the rest of
the cell membrane. Once these criteria have been met, and
assuming no manual intervention, it is then possible to conceive of a parallel format in which many wells can be measured simultaneously.
The electrophysiological study of mutant channels expressed in cell systems allows one to characterize the functional alterations and to develop new strategies for the
therapy of ion channelopathies, e.g., by testing drugs that are
already on the market for other indications, or drugs that
could be specifically designed either to block mutant channels that reveal a gain of function, or to activate nonmutant
channels that could compensate for channels functionally
lost by a mutation.

FIGURE 10-15. Measurements on membrane blebs of native human
muscle fibers (left and middle panels) and measurements on HEK cells
(right panel). The middle panel shows that lucifer yellow, added to
the bathing solution, entered the blebs during their formation and

remained within them. The membrane of native HEK and other cultured cells is so clean that giga Ω seals can easily be produced without additional measures. The diameter of a bleb is ~ 2 mm, that of a
HEK cell ~ 15 mm.

In contrast to transient expression systems like injected
Xenopus oocytes, stable expression involves the introduction
of exogenous DNA into the genome of a cell so that it is
transcribed with the cell’s DNA and inherited by offspring
cells during cell division. One of the obvious advantages of
this type of system is that once the cell line is established,
studies can be performed on a uniform cell population without reestablishing expression for each experiment (as an
example, see a patched HEK cell in Fig. 10-15, right panel).
The foreign DNA can be introduced by microinjection, electroporation, viral expression vectors, or transfection using
various techniques.186

MEASUREMENTS ON NATIVE MUSCLE FIBERS
Because of the gycocalix, no giga Ω seals can be produced on
the sarcolemma. However, plasmalemmal blebs can be
formed from native fibers by stretching a fiber in the presence of ≥ 10−5 M [Ca2+] in the bath solution or with enzymatic treatment (Fig. 10-15, left panel). The current through
single or few channels situated in the electrically isolated
bleb membrane patch can be measured in all modes without
fiber contractions.17,187

POTENTIAL FUTURE TECHNOLOGIES
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Additional methods that may help to determine the electrical properties and the structure-function relationships of
ion channels are becoming increasingly adapted to study
single proteins in their native environment: Total internal
reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRF) makes visualization of fluorescently labeled membrane proteins possible;
fluorescent resonance energy transfer (FRET) resolves the
relative proximity of molecules beyond the optical limit of a
light microscope; and fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) determines whether a protein is able to
move within a membrane or is tethered to structural components of the cell. In particular, the combination of these
techniques with patch clamping will help to explain the
mechanisms of channel gating.188
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